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PHYSICS IN CHINA IN THE CONTEXT OF THE
coLD \rAR. 1949-1976

Zuo-yue Wang

In April 1952, just days after he was appointed the associate director of the In-
stitute of Modern Physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing, the
Chinese nuclear physicist Wang Ganchang was called into the headquarters of
the academy. A secret mission awaited him at the battle front of the Korean \Var:
The Chinese forces suspected the US had used "atomic sheils" and wanted W'ang
to investigate the matter. \fang, a physicist who had gone to Berlin University to
study with Hans Geiger but ended up receiving his Ph. D. with Lise Meitner at
the Kaiser \Tilhelm Institute in 1933, was well-qualified for the job. With a primi-
tive but effective Geiger counter, W'ang checked fragments of the suspect shells
and found that there was no increase in radioactivity. He concluded that they
were not mini atomic bombs, but perhaps a new type of conventional weapon.l
A relatively minor incident in the Korean W'ar, it nevertheless marked a milestone
toward the be ginning of an era when the Cold War and nuclear weapons increas-
ingly and decisively shaped the context within which physics was practiced in the
People's Republic of China under Mao Zedong. A decade later, \fang emerged as

a major architect of the Chinese nuclear weapons project and his whole institute
and most of the leading Chinese physicists devoted themselves to it.

In recent decades historians of science have become increasingly interested
in the interactions of science and state during the Cold War. In his influential
paper on quantum electronics Paul Forman, for example, has asked us to examine
to what extent the needs of the national security state drove the development of
American physics. Other scholars have since painted a picture of the science/state
relationship where American scientists embraced the national security state, with
its objective of containing Soviet expansionism, much more readily than previ-
ously thought. All, however, seem to agree that the Cold W'ar transformed Ameri-
can science, especially American physics. V&ile this debate has generated fruitful
discussions on the interactions between science and state during the Cold W'ar
in the US and, to a lesser extent, in Europe and the Soviet Union, little has been
known about the experiences of Chinese scientists.2

V4rat drove the dynamics of the relationship between scientists and the state
in the Chinese context during the Cold \Var? To what extent was the science-state

I Li et al., He wulixuejia, pp. 108-112. W'ang later recognized that if it had been an atornrc
bomb, there would not have been fragments left.

2 Forman, Behind Qrantum Electronics; Kevles, Cold War; Forman/Sinchez-Ron, Nation-
al Militarry Establishments.
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interaction mediated by the particular political and social environment of Maoist
China? In this paper, I explore the forces and circumstances, especially their sense

of nationalism, that led Chinese physicists and other scientists to cast their lot
with the Communists, to survive the harsh political and ideological purges, and
eventually to participate in the nuclear weapons program. As in Stalinist Russia,

Mao and other Communist leaders needed to sofien their mistrust of *'este rn-
trained scientists for their sen'ice to the Chinese nationai security state. The Cold
Waq especially the pursuit of nuclear weapons and the accompanying political
confiontations between China, the Soviet Union, and the United States, pro-
lbunclly aflbcted the funding and direction of Chinese science, especially phys-
ics. Uitimately, the experiences of rVang Ganchang and other Chinese physicists
indicate that a complex web of interactions that rvas built on Chinese national-
ism, scientific professional ,rutonomy, Communist ideology, and the geopolitical
strategies of the Chinese party-state sliaped the social/political environment for
the practice of physics during the Cold W'ar.

NTAITING FOR N4AO

ln order to understand the experience of Chinese physicists during the Cold W'ar,

it is necessary to exatnine the background of modern science in China. Perhaps

more than their counterparts in other countries, a sense of scientific nationalism
motivated most of the first generation of modern Chinese scientists to pursue sci-

ence and technology in the early twentieth century. Their aim was not so much to
make China iuto a leader in world science as to use science to help make China
a prosperous and strong country or "saving China through science." Born in
the late 19tir and early 20th century, many of these first generation of modern
Chinese scientists were trained in the rVest, especially in the [JS, in the 1910s and

1920s, and went back to China to establish its earliest educational, research, and

industrial institutions ln sclence.

Organizationally, the Chinese scientific community cohered around twcr

mairr groups during the Republican period (1911-1949): the older and privately-

run Science Society of China and the newer, of1icial Academia Sinica. Prominent

Chinese physicists played an active role in both institutions. Founded by Chinese

students at Cornell Llniversity in 191.4, the Science Society can be seen in manl'

ways as an attempt by Chinese scientists to build a civil society and public sphere,

especially through their publication of the influential Kexue (science) magazine,

in China. Together the society and the journal provided Chinese scientists with
a lbrum where they could both critique the government's public policy and, as a

departure from civil society institutions in the West in general but in some ways

analogous to the German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemein-

schafi, DFG), collabor"ate with the government in furthering a form of scientific

nationalism that sought to strengtiren Chinese nationai development through
science and technology. Receiving funding from private donations, local govern-

ments. and the semi-nublic Chine Foundation for the Promotion of Educetion
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md Cuiture, the socieg in tun supported reqearch 0t its own institutes xs ivell
as that carried out by scientists elsewhere. In contrast, the Acadcmia Sinica was

established by the new Nationalist government under Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-
shiek) in 1927 as an official entity to help unify the country politically as well as

scientifically. As a step forward in the struggle for Cirinese scientific nationalism,
the Acadenria, modeled after the Soviet and French academies, won overwhelm-
ing support of the leaders of the Science Society of China. Indeed, many of tl-ien-r

became directors of institutes in the new academy.3

Given such close ties between the scientific leaders and the Nationalists and
the West, it was striking that few of them moved with the US-backed government
to Taiwan when it lost the civil war to the Communists in 1949, one of the signal
events of the Cold War. The estrangement between the scientists and the Nation-
alist regime derived largely from the latter's reputation for corruption, but also
partly from a resentment over a perceived American and European indifference
towardJapanese aggression in China before the Pearl Harbor attack in 1941. For
example, ZhuKezhen, a Harvard-trained meteorologist who was a leader in both
Acadenria Sinica and the Science Society and, in 1936, hand-picked byJiang as

president of Zhejiang University, grew critical of the Nationalist and US policv in
the late i930s. In 1938, while leading the university on a perilous journey ir:rland
to evade the advancingJapanese army, which eventually claimed the lives of his
wife and a son, Zhu indignantly wrote in his diary that "the Americans, the Brit-
ish, and the French were all helping the [Japanese] invaders [by refusing to cut off
its oil supplies] ."4 Two years later, he added angrily that theJapanese used newly-
designed airplanes purchased from the US to shoot down Chinese airplanes.s
Another entry, in 1944, expressed hrs dissatisfaction with the Nationalists:

I am not opposed to the Nationalists per se, but was extremely reluctant toward jorning the
party. As to the various behaviors of the Nationalists, I view them with complete disgust
and abhorrence. Recently, I have become even more horrified and outraged by individuals
within the partywho becarne followers of tl-re Germar-r Nazis ... If we are lorbidden from
criticizing those en'rbezzling officials such as Kong lone of theJiang's brothers-in-law], where
is the freedom ofspeech?6

'Wang Ganchang, likewise, quickly became disillusioned with the Nationalists
when he returned to China from Germany and was recruited by Zhu Kezhen to
ZhejiangUniversity. He sympathized with his students, such as Xu Liangying, who
had joined the underground Communist Party in opposition to the Nationalist
policy. FIe openly approved, for example, of Xu's couplet "Science Is Supreme;
Physics Comes First" on his flVang's) make-shrft laboratory which rvas a direct
challenge toJiangJieshi's edict that "The State is Supreme; The Military Comes

I Waug. Saving China.
1 Zhu Kezhen di.rry lor April 29, 1938, in: Zhu, Zhu Kezhcn riji, vol" I, p. 227.
5 Zhu Kezheu diary tbr October iB, 19,+0, ibid., p. 461. Tivo years later, his wifb and c'ne of

his sons died from disease contracted on the road while escaping from tlieJapanese army.
6 Zhu Kezhen diary forJuly 13,1944,inZhu,Zht Kezhen riji, vol. 2,p.768.
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First." 7 Qan Sanqiang, another leading Chinese physicist who was trained in the
labs of Irene and Frdddric -Joliet-Curie in Paris in the 1940s, returned to China
in 1948 with the hope of setting up a government-sponsored nuclear research

center in Beijing under his leadership. Unbeknownst to Qan, however, interven-
tion from the US embassy led to a cancellation of the center.s The American
action likely derived from its Cold W'ar concerns: Beijing was on the verge of
being overtaken by the Communists and Qan had been closely associated with
Frdd€ricJoliet-Curie, one of the best known French Communists. The apparent
sudden change of plans lefi Qran fiustrated; he became disappointed with what
he interpreted as a sign of the Nationalists'lack of interest in science. Thus when
the government sent fbr him to retreat to Taiwan, he declined and instead waited
for the Communists to take over the city.e

Despair with the Nationalist and a hope, though an uneasy one, for the
Communists made Qan, Wang, Zhu, and most other scientists decide to ride
out the coming storm by remaining on the mainland. As Zhu told Wu Youxun,
a physicist trained in the US with Arthur Coinpton in the 1920s and another
leader of-the Science Sociery:

wlren the Nationalists launched the Northern Expedition fto defeat the warlords in 19271,

the people rejoiced as much as they do toclay. I3ut the Nationalists did not capitalize on the
opportunity; they instead covered up embezzlenents, failed to adhere to clear rules of re-

wards and punishments, and ended up being overthrown today. The people hale welcomed
the Liber.rtion Army as they do clouds amidst a severe draught. [l] hope that [the Com-
nunists] can work hard to the end and do not turn out to be rs corrupt ;rs thc Nationalists.
S,-i.... i(.*t..-.1- i-mportant to collstruct;on, and fl] hope the Cornmunists could pay
close attention to rt.lrl

Despite their unease, most Chinese scientists seemed genuinely impressed by the
strong support the new government provided science. Shortly afier the transfer
of power, Zhu, Wu,'Wang, Qan, and about 200 other prorninent scientists in the
country were invited by the new government to participate in the making of a

new science policy in Beijing.ll While in Beijing, Zhu took part in the making of a

provisional Constitr-rtion for China and was apparently responsible for the inclu-
sion ofArticle No. 43: "[The government] will strive to develop natural sciences,

[make them] serve industriai, agricultural, and defense construction, reward scien-

tillc discoveries and inventions, and popularize scientific knowledge."12 On Oc-
tober 1, 1949,Zhu climbed on top the Tiananmen gate to witness Mao Zedong's
declaration of the fbunding of the People's Repubirc of China. Two weeks later,

7 Xu, Enshi Wang Ganchang. Xu himself later became a transiator of Albert Einstein's works

and an outspoken human rights advocate in China. See Overbye, Einstein's Man.
E Ge, Qan Sanqiang he zaoqi.
e Ren, Bochunzhe, pp. 44-45.
1(rZhu Kezhen diary entries for May 25-27, 1949, in Zht, Zhu Kezhen riji. vol. 2,

pp. 1255-1256-
11 Zhu Kezhen diary entry fbrJune 24, 1949, in: Zhu, Zhu Kezhen riii, vol. 2, p' 1265.
12 Xie,Zhu,p. 537.Zhu Kezhen diary entry lbr Septenrber i, 1949, in: ZhqZhu Kezhen ri.ii,

uol.2, p. 1285.
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he w$ rppointed vice-preeident of the new Chineee Acrdemy of Sciences, rs wrs
'Wu 

a year later.l3 The Academy established a new Institute of Modern Physics on
the basis of two older physics institutes, one under the Academia Sinica in Shang-
hai and the other under the Peking Academy in Beijing. Qan was appointed the
institute's director and Wang a division leader (later associate director).

Ultimately, most Chinese scientists' enthusiastically received the Chinese
Communists because they believed that the Communists shared their nationalist
drive, and that a stable government would support the development of science
and reconstruction of the country. After all, Mao had declared poetically on

June 15, 1949, that:

China must be independent, China must be liberated, China's atlairs must be decided and
run by the Chinese peoplc themselves, and no further interference, not even the slightest,
will be tolerated frorn any imperialist country ... The Chinese pcople will see that, once

'L:-^'^ r-^!:--':-'- 'he hands of the people, China, like the sun risir-rg in the east, will il-urrlrrd J ucilllly i5 lll f

Iuminate every corne( of the land with a brilliant flame, swiftly clean up the mire left by the
reactionary government, heal the wounds oiwar and build a new, powerFul and prosperous
people's republic worthy of the name.rl

Identifying with these announced nationalist goals of the Communists, Chinese
scientists enthusiastically supported the government's decision to establish the
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) as the new center of national scientific re-
search. Like the Academia Sinica it replaced, the CAS was a state-sponsored sci-
entific institution, which marked a continuify between the Nationalist and the
Communist eras and helped explain the ease with which Chinese scientists enr-
braced the new academy. To many of them, a strong central government willing
to both use and support science formed a key part of their nationalist prograln
for a modern China. Their initial, positive interactions with the Communists
affirmed their decision to give the benefit of the doubt to the new regime, with
hope for a better and more efficient party state to set China on the road to mod-
ernization through the application of science and technology. Thus, like their
counterparts in two earlier revolutions - the French Revoiution and the Russian
Bolshevik revolution - they not only made accommodations to the new regime.
but actually welcomed it with substantial, if not complete, enthusiasm.

MAO ON SCIENCE AND SCIENTISTS

For their part, Mao and other Chinese leaders both shared and differed from the
scientists'view on the role of scientists and science in the Communist party state.
On the one hand, Mao agreed with the scientists that natural science was crucial
for economic development in general, and for industrialization in particular. On
the other hand, Mao, a firm believer in class struggle as a driving force in his-

rr Xie, Zhu, pp. 539-541.
La Mao, Address to the Preparatory Meeting.
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tory regarded scieutists, especially those trained in the W'est, as belonging to the
reactionary bourgeois or, not much better, petty bourgeois class. Therefore, in his
vierv, bourgeois scientists were to be used, but not completely trusted politically
until they rvere thoroughly reformed ideologically. Reinfbrcing his ambivalent
attitude toward the scientists was an inherent tension in his attempt to com-
bine and reconcile fwo potentially conflicting paradigms of Chrnese nationalism:
revolution and modernization. !7as revolution a means toward the end of mod-
e rnization or vice versa? In many ways, Mao's attitudes toward scientists, which
in turn helped shape national science policy, often depended on the manner he
tried to solve the tension of the revolution-rnodernization matrix.

Mao's essentially negative political assessment of Chinese scientists aiso par-
alleled his decision to seek and rely on Soviet political, strategic, and technical
support during the Cold War. Mao andJosef Stalin had not enjoyed a close work-
ing relationship during the Chinese revolution. Even after the Chinese Com-
munist victory Stalin suspected that Mao and his colleagues might be tempted
to align with the United States. "1his problem was only solved when we began
to fight the Americans in the Korean'W'ar," according to Zhou Enlai, a leader

of the Chinese Communist Party and premier of China from 1949 to 1976.15

Yet, despite such clashes, there was little doubt in Mao's mind that he needed
Soviet nuclear protection in order to secure the revolution at hotne and to deter
a possible American military intervention. InJune 1949 he announced a foreign
policy of "leaning toward one side," signaling that China u'ould fbrm a political
alliance with the Soviet Llnion. In late 1949 and early 1950, Mao made a hum-
ble pilgnmage to Moscow, during which he ashed Stalin fbr a formal fiiendship
treaty between the two countries. \X4ren Stalin initially demurred, citing his Yalta
agreement with the Nationalists and the US, Mao stubbornly persisted in his
request. Finally, new developments, especially a softening o{"Western attitude
toward China, apparently led Stalin to relent. The new treaty was signed, along
with agreements on fnancial and technical assistance to China.l6

The outbreak of the Korean War in the summer of 1950 and Mao's decision
for China to enter the war later that year dramatically increased China's strategic

importance to Stalin. They also led to a iarge increase in Soviet military-techni-
cal aid to China. Indeed Mao's decision to enter the war in the flrst piace may
irave been influenced by the promise of this assistance.lT In 1950-1951, tire two
countries signed agreements to set up fbur joint companies in the areas of civil
aviation, petroleum, metallurgy, and shipbuilding. By the time Stalin had died
in 1953, the Soviets had promised to help China build 141 mal'or technoiogical
projects in military and civilian industries.l8 The massive scale of Soviet techno-
logical transfer was unprecedented in history and greatly accelerated the pace of

1s Chinese Communist Party Central Documentation Research Office, Zhou Enlai nianpu,
vol. 1, pp. 620*621.

16 Jiang{in, Mao Zedong zhuan, vol. 1, pp.2B-58;Zl-rang et al., Sulian iishu, p. 14.
17 See, e.g. Hollon'a1', Stalin, p. 280.

18 Mro. Tong Sulir,', p. 387; Xi., Drngd.l, uol. 1, pp. 14 -15.
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Chinese indusuializetion in the 1950s. Like the American Mmhall Plan, ir wes
calculated to solidify a strategic alliance. Yet, the Soviet technical aid was not
without its hidden cost to the Chinese, as Mao himself soon realized: reliance on
Soviet technical assistance encouraged the Chinese government to follow Stalin's
model of economic development through emphasis on heavy industries at the
neglect of agriculture and consumer industries. The reliance on the Soviets also
lessened the importance of indigenous technical resources, including the Chinese
scientists themselves, in the eyes of the Chinese Communist party state. Thus it
was not surprising that during this period, the government saw only a minimal
role for the Chinese Academy of Sciences in national defense, directing it instead
to focus on thought reform of the scientists and solving practical problems in
industrial production. ie

The Korean \il/ar also dramatically changed the domestic political dynam-
ics with a profound impact on the scientists. Just as the war helped fan the
McCarthyist red-scare in the US, it intensified the Chinese campaign to purge
domestic enemies. Partly to help pay for the Korean war, Mao started an anti-
embezzlement, anti-waste, and anti-bureaucratism campaign. Soon thereafter,
targeting the intellectuals and scientists more specifically, Mao and the parry
latrnched a Thought Reform movement to remold their thinking along the lines
of Marxist ideology and to build up their loyalty to the communist party. At the
local level, these national movements were widely used by party branch organiza-
tions to humiliate and persecute scientists. Without the protection of due proc-
ess, scientists were often falseiy accused of emt>ezzlement or forced to confess
crimes that they never committed. Those scientists who had returned from the
US faced especially harsh harassment in this period. The movement was the first,
but certainly not the last, of the national ideological campaigns in the IVao years
from which no scientist or intellectual could escape.20

THE BOMB AND TECHNO-NATIONALISM

To many chinese scientists these ideological campaigns certainly put a damper
on their ideaiistic vision of science under the Communists, but, encouraged by
moderates such as Zhou Enlai, they maintained faith in the possibility oi using
their talent for national reconstruction. In 1956, their mornent seemed to havi
finally arrived. onJanuary 21 of that year,zhu Kezhen,.s?'u ynuxun, and other
leaders of the chinese Academy of Sciences went to Zhongnanhai, seat of the
chinese communist Party (ccP) headquarrers wrthin the Forbidden city, to
glve reports on the state of science and technology in China and the world. They
were surprised by the attention they received:

le Yao et al., Zhongguo kexueyuan, vol. t, pp. 14, 50-6-5.
zo Ibid., pp. 26,-30.
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Chairman Mao himself was present, as well as President of the People's Congress Liu Shaoqi,

Premier Zhou Enlai, and vice premiers Chen Yun, Chen Yi, Li Fuchun, Deng Xiaoping, and

others.'l"he audiences consisted of the party chieFs in various provinces and various minis-
tries, totaling between 1,300-1,400, filling the whole auditorium .'. Today's conGrence was

extremely solemn and grand. [] did not expect that the people's government would attach

so much significance to science.2l

Vvhat accounted fbr the Chinese government's unexpected surge in interest in
Chinese science and what did this interest portend for the relationship between

the Chinese scientists and the party state?

The urgent need to develop China's own nuclear weaPons made Mao and the

party pay attention to Chinese science, especially Chinese physics. Even though
Mao had famously called the atomic bomb a "paper tiger," he was enough a re-

alist to realize that the weapon did change the strategic balance in international
politics. That thinking was part of the reason he insisted on the signing of the

China-Soviet fiiendship treaty in 1950. In 1953, he also felt the pressure of Presi-

dent Dwight D. Eisenhower's threat of the use of nuclear weapons to force the

Chinese and North Koreans to end the war. The next year, Eisenhower again

threatened the use of nuclear weapons when Mao ordered the shelling of Na-

tionalist-controlledJinmen (Qrernoy) and Mazu (Matsu) islands off the Chinese

coast. lnitially Mao sought Soviet help to develop China's own nuclear weapons.

However, when he made such a request to the visiting Nikita Khrushchev in Bei-
jing in October 1954, the Soviet leader balked. He tried to convince Mao to give

up his nuclear dream because China did not have the industrial infrastructure

or financial capability and should instead be content to stay under the Soviet

nuclear umbrella. Rebuflbd, Mao and Zhou came to recognize that the Soviets

would not share a1l its advanced technologies and that China stili had to build its
own scientific and technological ability if it was to fend offthe American nuclear

threat again in the future.22
This encounter reinfbrced a Chinese determination to pursue a techno-na-

tionalist progfam to enhance China's national strength and international prestige

through the building of its own strategic weapons.23 Two weeks after his meeting

with Khrushchev, Mao spoke at a meeting with the National Defense Commis-

sion about the need to modernize the Chinese military:

Our industry, agriculture, culture, and military are still not strong. Imperialists dare to bully
us because they figure that we don't have much strength. They say: "How manv atomic

bombs do you have?" But they are mistaken in their evaluation of us in at least one aspectJ

i. e., the potential power of China at the present will be stunning when it's released.2a

21 Zhu Kezhen diary entry fbrJanuary 21',1956, in: Zhu, Zhu Kezhen rijr, vol' 3, p' 641'
22 Sh|Zai lishi, pp. 571,-573. See also Niu, Mao, esp. p. 55.
2i See Lewis/Xue, China, and Feigenbaum, China's Techno-Warriors.

Z( Mro, Z.i guofrng.
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For the neft fbw week( xnd months, the ntomic bomb wm constantly 0n Mao's
mind even when he inet delegations from several Asian countries.2s

While continuing to call the atomic bomb a paper tiger, Mao and Zhou
wasted no time in planning fbr a Chinese nuclear weapons project, with the
expectation that the Chinese scientists would build the bomb with major Soviet
technical assistance. OnJanuary 14, 1955, Zhou met Qan and Li Siguang, a rveli-
known Chinese geologist and vice president of the Chinese Academy of Sciences,
to plan for a rnajor presentation to the top party state leadership. The next day,
just about everybody in the Chinese leadership fiom Mao on down showed up
fbr the scientists' briefing on atomic energy, complete with uranium samples
from a uranium mine that had just been discovered in southern China. At the
end of the session, Mao spoke of the decision to go forward with the program:

We nolv know that our country has uranium mines. After further exploration, we will cer-
tainly find even more uranium mines. In addition, we have trained a nunber of people,
Iaid some lounclation in scientific research, and created some favonble conditions ffor the
nuclear programl. In the past several years, preoccupation with nrany other things have led
to a neglect of this matter. But it has to be taken seriously. Now it's the tinre to go at it. As
soon as we put it on our age nda, fbcus.ing on it stearlily, we will definitely achieve our goal ...
Now, with the Soviet assistance, rve shor.r[d makc it work. [Eve n ifl we have to do it on our
own, w'e cln also definitely gct it to rvork. As long as we have the people and the resourccs,
we can create mir*cles at u'i11.2,1

A decision was made right at the meeting to pool the country's resources to
solve the various technicai problems of an atomic energy program. A Departnent
of Technical Physics was established at Beijing University and a Departrnent of
Engineering Physics at Qnghua Universiry to work on nuclear physics and en-
gineering. In the chinese Academy of Sciences, a Bureau of New Technologies
was established to handle nuclear, rocket, and satellite projects. Qan and \7ang's
institute became the center of nuclear research and development.2T Two days
after the big meeting in Zhongnanhai, the Chinese government received a for-
mal notice from the Soviet Union that the Soviets, in an eflbrt to compete with
the American Atoms for Peace program, had launched its own initiative to help
countries in the Eastern bloc in the development of peacetul nuclear energy.2s
The chinese Acaderny of Sciences utilized the Soviet Atoms for Peace offer to
build a heary water reactor (7 megawatt) and a 1.2 meter (2.5 Mev) cyclotron in
195g.2e

The return in the early and mid-1950s of a large number of Chinese scientisrs
from abroad, rnainly tire uS, but also fi'om Europe, bringing with them cutting-
edge science and technology from the west, also contributed to the increasing

25 See, e. g. Mao, Tong Yindu; Mao, Tong fuben guohui.
16 Qan, Shenmi.
27 Chir.rese Communist Party Central Docunrentation Research Ofhcc, Zhou Enlai nianpu,

vol. 1, pp. 440-441; Yao et a1., Zhongguo kexucyuan, vol. 1, pp. 366,37A; Zhang, eng lishi.
18 Chinesc Cornmunist Parry Central Documentation Research Ofhce, Zhou Enlai niarrpu,

vol. t. D. 44.1.
r'l Yao et al., Zhongguo kexueyuan, vol. 1, pp. 368-370.
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confidence of the Chinese party state to launch the atomic bomb project. These

included some of the future chief designers of the Chinese atomic bombs, such as

DengJiaxian who received his Ph.D. in physics from Purdue University in 1950.

Shortly after the outbreak of the Korean W'ar, the US government implemented a

policy of fbLbidding the rr:ughly 5,000 Chinese students, especially in science and

engineering, fiom returning to China. But manl' of these scientists nevertheless

managed to find their way horne, oflen by traveling to a third country first.3o

Once the US and China started direct bilateral negotiations as a result of the

Geneva Conference of 1954, more Chinese students and scientists in the US were

able to return to China. Among the most famous of these was the aerodynami-

cist Qian Xuesen (H. S. Tsien) who had been detained by the US as a suspected

Communist. Aitogether, one estimate puts the number of scientists who returned

to China from abroad from 1949 to 1956 at 2,000. Once they arrived in China,
tlre Chinese Academy of Sciences, at Zhou Enlai's direction, had priority in re-

cruiting them, especially for the nuclear weapons program.3l Thus, from 7949 to
1956, I29 of these returned students went to work in the CAS, and 109 of them
achieved the senior status of associate research fellows (equivalent to associate

prolessor), accounting fbr one quarter of ail such positions in the academy.32

Both individually and as a group, it is difficult to overestimate the importance
of these retrirned students to the Chinese strategic weapons programs, including
the atomic and hydrogen bombs, the missiles, submarines, and the satellites.33 In
fhct, the Chinese government decided to launch its missile proglam in large part

due to the return of Qan Xuesen, who quickly became its major architect.3a

Together with the atomic bomb project, the initiation of the first Five Year

Plan toward industrialization in 1953 also brought to the attention of the top
party state leaders the need for more and better trained technical personnel. In
i.rir malor Report on the Work of the Government at the First Session of First

People's Conp;ress on September 23, 1954, Zhou Enlai cailed for the building
of a strong, socialist, modernized industrial country. "One major problem," he

pointed out, was the lack of technical personnel and the imperfection of techni-

ial management.ss Shortly afterward, Mao called attention to the same problem

in a speech to the Supreme National Council'36
Recognizing that science and technology wefe the bottleneck for Chinese

moderrrization, Mao, Zhou, and the party state leadership launched several ini-
tiatives in 1956. One was the holding of a major national conference on the issue

of intellectuals in January. After an extensive survey of the working and living
conditions of intellectuals, and discussions within the party, Zhou supen'ised the

r W.rrrg. T.'hnical alicns.
31 Chinese Communist Parry Central Documentatron Research Office, Zhou Enlai nianpu,

vol. 1, p. 445.
32 Yao et a1., Zl-rongguo kexueluan, vol. 1, p. 63.
I lbid., pp. 3t'1, 369.
ra Zi-iou, Nie Ror"rgz-hen nianpu, vo1. 2, p. 765. On Qan, see also Chang, Thread'
15 ZLcu Enlai, Ba woguo.

la Mro, Sf'.Lui.
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drafting of a major policy speech on intellectuals, which he delivered on /anu-
ary 14, 1956, at the CCP Conference on Intellectuals attended by hundreds of
national and regionai leaders. Zhou detailed tlie numerous cases where a severe

shortage of technical experts had hindered economic and defense programs. He

also pointed out the many ways that the party had failed to tnake optimum use

of the existing intellectuals because of political distrust. To scientists, perhaps the

most heartening statement in Zhou's speech was his assertion that "most of thern

[intellectuals] have already become state employees, have been seruing socialism,

and have been part of the working cllss."r'
Even though Mao seemed to agree with Zhou's points in general, in his own

shorter speech at the conference, he did not specifically etrdorse Zhou's assess-

ment of the politrcal standing of the intellectr.rals. His emphasis was still much
morc utilitarian: "Now we are carrying out ,r technologicel revolution. a ctrltur,tl

revolution. It's a revolution against stupiclity and ignorance. For this we can no
longer do without the intellectuals and depend only on the uueducated masses

[dalaocu]."r8 In another talk he even acknowledged that there need to be more
intellectuals and scientists within the party leadership:

In myvieu'our central committee is still a political central comnrittee, not a scientific celttral

committee. Therefore it is rather reasonable fbr some to doubt that our parry can commarrd
scientific work, c;rn comrrand the u'ork in public herlth, because .vou simpiy don't know,

don't understand [work in those areas]. C)ur currcnt central committee is incleed defective in
this respect: we don't have rnany scientists, or specialists.re

Although Mao was by no means calling for a technocracy, he was certainiy wel-
corning technocrats who could help speed up Chinese industrialization.

Despite the subtle and still hidden difference between Mao and Zhou in their
assessment of the political status of the intellectuals at this point, there appeared

to be a rernarkable consensus alnong the party state leadership that the revolu-
tionary paradigm, in the fbrm of socialist reform, and modernization paradigm,
in the forrn of industrialization, reinforced each other in this period, which lasted
from 1949 to 1956.a0 As Mao put it, in a speech at the Supreme Nationai Council
a few days after the Conf-erence on Intellectuals, "the purpose of socialist revo-
lution is the liberation of the productive force."41 ln this atmosphere, Zhou's
speech resulted not only in elevated political status for scientists - in contrast to
the recruitment of only one senior scientist into the part.v, the party corrferred
such political recognition to ten, including Zhu Kezhen, in 1956 alot're - it also

led to better living and working conditions fbr scientists .42 Thc conference wiih

31 Zhou Enlai, Guanl'u.
r8 See Chinese Conrmunist Party Central Documentation Rescarch Office, Zhou Enlai

nianpu, vol. L, pp. 518-525, 538--541.
F Mao, Guanyu di ba.
't0 Jiang/Jin, Mao Zedong zhuan, vol. 1, p. 167.
ar Mao, Shehui.
a2 Yao et al., Zhongguo kexueyuan, vol. 1, p. 69.
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262 Zuoj'ue Wang

the scientists in Zhongnanhai that Zhu Kezhen mentioned above took place the
day after the conference on intellectuals had ended.

The next rnejor initiative was the making of a Twelve-Year Plan for Science
and TechnologT. Planning, following the Soviet model, became a key word as

China launched its first five-year plan in 1953. The concept of scientific research
according to a poiitically determined master plan had always been part of'the
new science policy fiom the beginning of the People's Republic of China. but
until then it had remained general and vague. The making of the twelve-year pian
under Zhou llnlai involvedTST scientists, engineers, and administrators fiom the
Chinese Aradenry of-Sciences, universities, and other sectors of Chinese rcience
and technology.

Soon a Science Planning Commission was established in the State Council
under Marshall Nie Rongzhen to coordinate the making of the science plan. Nie,
as vice-premier and head of the CCP science group, was in cl:rarge of science and
technoiogy in both the party and government; he also headed the newly estab-
lished nuclear weapons project.a3 Perhaps more than anyone else, Nie not only
linked Chinese scieuce with the national security state but also articulated a vi-
sion of technonationalism that placed the achievement of sophisticated military
technologies at the core of Chinese r-rational independence and modernization
drive.aa Accordiirgly', the goal of the twelve-year plan was to introduce the state-of-
the-art science and technology into China, especially those most urgently needed
in defense, and to "approach the levei of the Soviet Union and other powers in
the world in trn'elve )'exrs." Not surpdsingly, nuclear enetgy, rockets and rnissiles,
wireless electronics, ar-rtomation, semiconductors, computers, and airplanes were
at the top of the list, fbllowed by natural resource survey and utilization, earth-
quake, ocean, power generation, metallurgy, fuel chemistry, agriculture, and anti-
biotics. Soviet advisors were also heavily involved in the making of the plan.as

Interestingly, in contrast to American scientists' resistance to planning in
the US, Chinese scientists seemed to have welcomed the step. At tl"re inaugural
meeting in 1955 of the CAS Departmental Comn'rittees, whose memberships
represented the highest scientific honor in the cor-rntry, scientists urged the gov-
ernment to make a science plan as soon as possible.a6 Many of these scientists
participated in the making of the plan, although the party administrators seemed
to dominate the process. The scientists' only cornplaints, after the formulation of
a prelirninary list of 55 key tasks, wirs that it emphasized too much developmen-
tal goals at the expetise of basic research. Zhou responded by adding a no. 56,
on "Key 'fheoretical Problems," and by asking for the making of plans for the
development of eai:h basic science fielci.a7 As a result of the twelve-year plan, the

ar Yao et al., Zhongguo kexueyuan, vol. 1, pp. 66-79.
aa Feigenbaun'r, Chir-ra's'Iechno Warriors, pp. 25 3I,37 39.
I Yao ct al.. Zhoiigguo kexueyuan, vol. l, pp.72-74.
4t Ibid., pp. 43 44.

" Ibid,, p, 7J,
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Chinese and Soviet Bovernments 
reached 122 cooperative a6reements in science

and technolo gy in 1957 -1958.48
The structure of Chinese science and technology was also adjusted as a result

of tlre twelve-year plan. By 1956, as the production ministries and universities

established their own research programs, the CAS sought to focus on major prob-

lems in basic research, state-of-the-art science and technology, establishing new

institutes or.r electronics, automation, semiconductor, and computers, and tasks

that required interdisciplinary and cross-departmental efforts, or "Gong Guan,"

meaning literally "storming strategic passes." The effectiveness of "Gong Gu_an,

the marshalling of scientists, engineers, equipments, and other resources from

all over the country to solve key scientific and technological problems, became

a key part of the Chinese science policy, and has been widely claimed to be one

of tl-re advantages of socialist planned system. It was not unique to socialism, as

the US Manhattan Project, penicillin project, and the postwar missile and Apollo
projects also mobilized large numbers of manpower and resources from many
different sectors of the country. Yet, it is probably true that in peacetime such

coordinated attack was more prevalent in socialist countries than in the'West.ae

A third major initiative in 1956 to promote the development of science and

technology was the implementation of the so-called "double-huudred" policy.
To guide the party and the nation through the ideological confusion caused by
Khrushchev's recent denunciation of Stalinism in the Soviet Union, and to help
people vent any discontent that had built up by then, Mao proposed a policy of
pluralism in literature ("Let A Hundred Flowers Bloom") and non-interference
in science ("Let One Hundred Schools Contend"). To exemplify the new policy,
the Propaganda Department of the CCP sponsored a conference on genetics in

Qngdao in August 1956 where both Lysenkoists and modern geneticists were al-

lowed to speak and a measure of rehabilitation of the Morgan genetics implicitly
took place. s0 Following the example of the Qngdao conference on genetics, sci-

entists in other fields where political ideology had reined also came out to speak

for their points of view. For now, politics seemed to retreat from science.sl

Thus the L955-1956 period started with a note of high promise for a social-

ist constmction program that could link the revolutionary and modernizational
paradigms harmoniously. The launching of the atomic bomb project not only en-

hanced the practical value of both domestic and returning scientists, but also dra-

matically improved their political and social capital in the eyes of the party state,

resulting in both enhanced political standing and improved living and working
conditions. The double-hundred policy even created some space for academic

dissent and debate. But this new partnership was built on a shaky, utilitarian
foundation. The enhanced status of the scientists did not derive from a recogni-

tion of the fundamental principles of academic freedom, freedom of speech, or

Yao et a1., Zhongguo kexueyuan, vol. 1, p. 7.5.

lbid., pp. 77-78.
See Schneider, Biology, pp. 165 -177.
Yro et al., Zhongguo kexueyuan, vol. l. p. 82.
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individual rights. It was bestowed on the scientists because of their new-found
utility to the party state; it could be talien away just as easily without institutional
gLlarantees for such rights. As events unfblded in China during the tumultu-
ous post-1956 period, Clrinese intellectuals in general and scientists in particular
found themselves time and again drawn into the political storms.

PHYSICS AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY STA]'E

As the Chinese leadership launched the nuclear weapons projects in 1955-1956,
national security became the basis for the state support of science, especially
physics, in China just as it did in the US and the Soviet Union. At this point,
the so-called "advanced" (jianduan) rnilitary technologies fbcused on the atomic
bornb and guided missiles, with initial emphasis actually on the latter. The suc-
cess of both, however, depended on the availabiliry of manpower in the physical
sciences, and their initiation fundamentally reshaped physical science research
in China, especially nuclear physics. The impact of the atomic bomb project on
Chinese physics can be best seen in the evolution of-what was initially called the
Institute of Modern Physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Its origin can
be traced to the Communist Party's first grant in support of nuclear physics -
$ 50,000 in cash in US dollars - fbr Qan Sanqiang to purchase nuclear equip-
ments during a planned trip to Paris in Aprrl 1949.52 Soon thereafter the Chinese
Academy of Sciences was founded on November 1,1949, which established two
institutes in physics, the Institutes of Modern Physics (IMP) and the Institute of
Applied Physics. During 1950, its first year, the IMP, located in inner Beijing, was
headed by !7u Youxiu, with Qan as deputy director, but a year later Wu became
a vice president of the CAS, and Qan became director. Qan's wifb, He Zeho|
who had also received her Ph. D. with theJoliot-Curies, worked on nuclear emul-
sions at the institute.53

As the only Chinese institution in nuclear physics, the IMP soon gathered
some of the leading physicists from all over China, including W'ang Ganchang
and Peng Huanwu who became its deputy directors. A theoretical physicist, Peng
had received his Ph.D. in physics with Max Born at Edinburgh in 1940 and
returned to China in 1947.In 1950, Zhao'Zhongyao, a Caltech-trained experi-
mental nuclear physicist, returned from the LIS with components fbr a van de
Graffaccelerator after having been detained by US fbrces inJapan for more than
a month.sa He joined the IMP as another deputy director. During the next seven
years, about two dozen nuclear physicists returned from the US and Europe to
join the IMP, which was renamed the Institute of Physics (IP) in 1952. They not
only strengthened the manpower at the institute, but also brought state-of:the art
knowledge and skills from the west back with them. Before the party's decision

52 Ge, Qian Sanqiang nianpu, pp. 69-72.
sr Ibid., pp. 124-125.

'o ZhaQlWo de huiyi,
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t0 embarli en the atamii bomb projEct in 17iJ, the inttitute caded out re$earrh
in experitnental physics, with emphasis on building accelerators and detectors, ra-
diochemistry, cosmic rays, theoretical particle physics, reactor designs, and elec-
tronics. It trained a number of young physicists on its own as well as by sending
them to the Soviet Union. By the end of 1954, the institute had nroved to a larger
site in Zhongguancun, a suburban in northwestern Beijing, and its scientific staff
had grown from about 37 rn 1951to 90.5s

Following the party leadership's decision to launch China's atomic bomb
project in 1955, tlre Institute of Physics experienced eyelt more rapid growth.
It opened a new division in Tiroli, a suburban area in southrvestern Beijing, as

the site for the Soviet-provided reactor and cyclotron. In Septernber 1956, the
Tuoli division was put under duai control by the CAS and the Third Ministry of
Macliine Building, wbich was established in November 1956 to focus on nuclear
energy, inciuding the building of the atomic bomb, with Qan Sanqiang .rs one
of the deputy ministers. It was renamed the Second Ministry of Machine Build-
ing during a restructuring of the government in February 1958.s6 In March 1956,
China joined the consortium of Socialist countries that ran the particle physics
center at Dubna in the Soviet Union, contributing about 200/o oFits operating
cost (about 15 million Chinese yuan). In 1956. the Institute of Physics sent W'at.rg
Ganchang to Dubna, where he eventually became deputy director and led a group
of physicists from China and other countries to discover a new anti-hyperon par-
ticle in 1959.57 By the end of 1957, the institute's scientific staffgrew to 550, with
about 20 senior researchers and its expenditure fot 1957 (2,786,000 -vuan), nearly
tripling that for 1954 (992,435 yuan). By contrast, the expenditure for the more
civilian-oriented Institute for Applied Physics, which stood at ;rbout the same
level in 1952 (287,876 yran for the IMP and284,279 yuan fbr the IAP) and which
also experienced rapid growth, consistently lagged behind the IP's in both 1954
(632,883 luan) and in 1957 (2,037,000 )'uan).-58

Even though the IP's connections with the bomb project did not spare the
institute from the political purges during the Anti-fughtist Movement in 1957
and the Great Leap Forward in 1958, scientists there seemed to have suflbred less
than elsewhere in the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The "rightists," which even-
tually numbered around 300,000, were branded enemies of the people and were
treated harshly.5e Under the pretense that rvithout employment they could not
survive, the government forced many of the rightists into inhuman labor reform

55 l'ao et ai., Zhongguo kexueyuan, vol. 1, pp.359-3ti-5; Ge, Qan Sanqiang nianpu,
pp.81, 114.

5" Zhou, Nie Rongzhen nianpu, vol. 1, pp. 596, and vol. 2, p. 634.
s7 Li et al., He wulixuejia, pp. 123-156.
5E On the IP stafl, sec Ge, Qan Sanqiang nianpu, p. 136. On the expenditr.rres ibr 1952,

see Appendix 3, "Statistical Table of the Expelditures of the Cliinese Academy of Scienccs in
19-52," in: Xuc{i, Zhonggno kexuyuan shishi huiyao 1952 nian. For 1954, see Appendix 3 in:
Wang/Wang, Zhongguo kexuyuan shishi huiyao 1954 ni;rn. For 1957, see Appendix B in: Xue{i,
Zhongguo kexulruan shisl.ri huiyao l9-57 nian.

-- 5pence. ,\eartlr, p. 572.
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266 Zuo-yue Whrry

camps. For some of them, it was the {irst time that they recognized that there

was no more corners of civil society outside of the harsh control by the state. In
the words of Shu Xingbei, one of the best known physicist-rightists and oue-time
colleague of W'ang Ganchang at Zhejiang University, only then did he realize
that "the party could do whatever it pleased with me afier all."60 As a result of
the campaign, many of the brightest, most outspoken scientists were taken away

from science and education and sent to perfbrm physical labor for many years.

A11 suffered grave physical and mental persecution. In the CAS alone, 167 scien-

tists were purged as "rightists," including 11 mernbers of the departmental com-

mittees.6l
Yet, against such a grim background for scientists, the Chinese atomic bomb

and missile projects kicked into high gear when the Soviets promised to provide
technical assistance in these areas, including prototype bombs and missiles, in
an Accord on New Technologies in Defense signed in Moscow between the two
countries on October 15, 1957, a week after the Soviet launch of Sputnik. Appar-
ently Khrushchev, like Stalin before him, reiented to China's demands in order
to maintain China's support in both international and domestic politics'62 In
early 1958, a number of other technical accords ensued to help China implement
its twelve-year science plan. Nominally civilian, many of these areas, such as

minerals, oceanography, radio electronics, metallurgy, and precision equipments
were clearly relevant to military technolog;y.63 Meanwhile, the Chinese Academy

ofSciences, inspired by Sputnik, received approval from the top party-state lead-

ership to launch China's own satellite project under the leadership of the geo-

physicist Zhao Jiuzhang. It eventually joined the atomic bomb and missiles in
the top priority list of advanced technologies.

The mobilization for the bomb took advantage of a centrally planned sys-

tem that prevailed under the Chinese Communist party state. It made possible,

for example, a swift restructuring of Chinese scientific, educational, administra-
tive, and military institutions to facilitate the launching of the bornb and mis-

sile projects.'W'ithin a year of the signing of the October 1957 agreement, new

bureaus were established in the Ministry of Defense for missiles and in the Third
(soon Second) Ministry of Machine Building for the atomic bomb. The latter
ministry also created a Nuclear W'eapons Institute (N\fI) to prepar€ fbr the recep-

tion of the expected bomb and accompanying technical materials. Upon Qan
Sanqiang's recommendation, DengJiaxian from the Institute of Physics was put
in charge of the NITI's technical preparatory rvork.6a The Institute of Physics

itself was renamed the Institute of Atomic Energy and put under the dual con-

trol of the Second Ministry and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Over the

60 See Liu, Shu Xingbei, esp. pp. 154-1'81,240.
61 Yao et al., Zhongguo kexuel'uan, vol. 1, pp. 85-89.
62 See Zhang et a1., Sulian, p. 183.
6l For a list of 122 areas covered in one major agreenlent, see Zhang et al., Sulien,

pp. 184-204.
01 Xte, Drngdli, vol. 1, p. 36; Ce, Qan Sanqiang nianpu, p. 139.
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n€xf oeyerai leart, molc than a thoutand of ocientioto and teshnician; from thc
institute moved over to the N\fI. In general, the CAS served as a reservoir of
scientists and engineers from which the military R&D system drew its technical
nanpower in this period. In addition, the CAS created in 1958 a university of its
own, the elite University of Science and Technology of China (USTC) in Beijing,
to train middle- and lower-level technical manpower for fields relevant to the
bomb and missile projects. ZhaoZhongyao added chairmanship of the USTC's
Department of Technical (nuclear) Physics to his responsibilities. Continuing to
oversee the rapidly expanding nuclear weapons complex on behalf of Mao and
Zhou was Marshal Nie Rongzhen, who now directed the vast advanced technolo-
gies enterprise from his chairmanship of the powerful National Defense Science
and Technology Commission (NDSTC) that was reconstituted out of an earlier,
narrower group on aviation and missiles in 1958.65

In the highly centralized Chinese military R&D system, state support was
central to the success of any project but money was not everything, sometinres
not even the primary currency. For one, as the leaders of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences recognized, personal relations mattered. In this regard, their ace card
was Gu Yu, an administrator in the academy who happened to be married to Hu
Qaomu, one of Mao's political secretaries, and therefore enjoyed easy access to
the top leadership. Gu was soon put in charge of the academy's Office for New
Technologies to manage its mushroorning satellite project. In 1958, it was she
who helped the academy find a suitable site for its new USTC by pulling some
strings. That year the academy also received a huge special budget allocation of
200 million yuan for work on the satellite but waited in vain for the money to
come in until Gu used her connections to bring in the funds. Of course Gu Yu
succeeded not merely because of her personal connections; the leadership rec-
ognized the key role that the academy would play in the advanced projects. But
the right connections did give the academy an significant edge in the intensi-
fied inter-departmental rivalry over not only funds, but also the distribution of
manpower, raw materials, and precision equipments. Thus the academy breathed
a heary sigh of relief in 1960 when Gu Yu won it a spot among the top four
agencies with the highest national security priorities in the nationai allocation of
materials.66

By then the Chinese Academy of Sciences and its scientists had taken on
even greater importance to the Chinese advanced technology program. In the
summer of 1958, the post-Sputnik Sino-Soviet honeymoon began to end when
Mao Zedong refused Khrushchev's request for a joint long-wave-length radio
station and a joint nuclear submarine fleet as impinging on Chinese national
sovereignty. Ideological cleavage also developed between the two sides over
Mao's Great Leap Forward movement and Khrushchev's proposal for peaceful
co-existence with the West. A turning point in Sino-Soviet relations came inJune
1959 when the Soviets, citing their ongoing negotiations with the US and Britain

6s Feigenbaum, China's Techno-Warriors, pp. 54-57.
66 Pei/Lu, Liangdan.
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roward a nuciear test ban, postponed indefinitely the shipping of the promised

atomic bomb prototype to China and began to withdraw their technical advisers.

Uldaunted, the Chinese leadership decided to go ahead with the project on its
own. Another blow to China's advanced technologies program came a year later

when the Soviet Union withdrew ali its scientific and technical advisers fiom
Lhl11a."'

'With these turns of events, the prirnary role of Chinese scientists changed

fiom that of playing second fiddle to Soviet technical advisers to that of chief

designers of the advanced vreapons proiects themselves. Understandably, this ex-

peri.rrce of working rvith the Soviets did not iessen but actually intensified a

iense of Chinese nationalism not only on the part of the party state leadership

but the scientists as well, putting arl interesting ti!'ist to the Chinese experience of
the Cold W'ar. Increasingly, the Chinese national security policy was re-oriented

from a possrble conflict with the US to that with the Soviet Union, which quickly

aflbcted not only international politics but also Chinese science and technology

policy. Among the first Chinese reactions to the Soviet withdrawal was to move a

number of senior Chilese physicists, including Wapg Ganchairg, Peng Huanwu,

and Zhu Guangya, whose sense of nationai and professional pride was once agaln

stimulated by the Soviet actions, fulltime into the bomb project.6E

In fact, much of the Chinese Academy of Sciences was now devoted to the

bornb/missile/satellite proiects. In 1960, Gu's Ofllce ofNew Technologies (ONT)
was enlarged into a bureau with 34 institutes under its control, which grew to 47

by 1966. with 11,328 scientists and engineers, comprising nearly half (460/o) of

ail su.h personnel of the CAS, under their command. Even those institutes not

formallyturned over to the ONT conducted significant amount of research for

the def'ense programs. Altogether, about half to two thirds of all the scientists

and engineers in the academy worked on national security-related projects in this

period.i'e
The necessity of relying on Chinese scientists fbr the making of the bomb

and missiles created a protective political effect lbr them not unlike what hap-

peneci to their Soviet counterparts under Stalin.70 Itr a crucial conf-erence on the

political assessment of'scientists at the Fifth Academy on missiles, Nie directed

th. p".ty committee to trust Chinese scientists both politically and technically

and also to improve their working and living conditions. "If you ask them to do

the work yoo h"u. to trust them. We have to rely on our own experts."71 He lost

sleep when he heard scientists' complaints that they were not trusted by the pow-

er-holding local party committees and that they were treated like technicians and

even ordered to do physical labor in the countryside. Further investigations soon

67 See, e.g. Lewis/Xue, China, pp. 50-65.
6s Ge, Qian Sanqiang nianpu, pp. 146--149, 152-161: Yao et al., Zhongguo kexueyuan,

vol. 1, p. 374.
6e Yao et aI.,Zhongguo kexueyuan, vol. 1, p. 11'6;Zhang' Qing lishi'
7i' lloliorvay, Stalin.
7l Zhou, Nre Rongzhen ntanpu, p 737.
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revealed thtt such treetment of scientists II/?s nOt restricted to the Fifth Academy
but widespread in the Chinese Academy of Sciences ar-rd elsewhere. Nie, who had
himself sought to "save China via science" in his youth and who tencled to trust
the scientists more than most in the party did, then drafted a CCP policy paper

to correct the misuse and mistreatment of scientists, with fourteen specific direc-
tives - it became known as the Fourteen Points.72

Issued by the CCP in July 1967, the Fourteen Points directed that the party
should trust scientists politically and do everything to help them fulfiil their
scientific and technological missions. It specifically demanded that scientists

and engineers should be protected from political and other interferences and
guaranteed five full days devoted to their work out of a six-day working week.
Called the "Constitution of Science," the policy codified scientific profession-
alism and stabilized the environment of scientific research.T3 In the same vcin
was the Gunagzhou conference in 1962 where Zhou and Vice Premier Chen Yi
announced that intellectuals were part of the working class, a political edict that
was of paramount importance to the scientists in a politicized society.Ta Most
scientists also received increased pay and promotions in this period.75 Thus the
improvement in scientists' political and living conditions came less from auy
ideological relaxation than from concerns for the strengthening of the national
securiry state, which culminated in the successful testing of China's first atornic
bomb in October 1954.

PARADICM SHIFT

As China embarked on its long march toward ;r nuclear deterrent, Mao's tirink-
ing about the proper relations between revolution and modernization actually
r.rnderwent a radical shift that had a profound impact on Chinese science and
scientists. The Khrushchev denunciation of Stalin in February and the Hungarian
uprising in October 1956 caused Mao to seriously rethink the strategy of revolu-
tionary modernization not only from the point of view of what was best for the
nation, fbr the Communist party state, but also increasingly for his own political
standing. As a result of this rethirrking, Mao came to increasingiy question the
possibility of integrating revolution and modernization harmoniously; rn weigh-
ing the options, he seerned to have come to the conclusion that the earlier, Soviet
model of development would inevitably lead to an abandonment of the revolu-
tionary paradigm and to a Chinese version of revisionism that threatened not
only the revolutionary course he had shaped for China but also his own position
within the Chinese party state.

'-) Zhou, Nie Rongzhen nianpu, pp.739-740,784.
7i Suttmeier, Research and Revolution, pp. 93-100.
7a Yao et al., Zhongguo kexueyuan, r'ol. 1, pp. 99-114.
is Ibid.. o. 113.
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As a response to these developments, Mao first tried a strategy that he

thought could build the revoh-rtionary paradigm so much into the modernization
program that when modernization did succeed it would not automatically lead
to revisionism. This strategy resulted in the Great Leap Forward (GLF) of 1958,

which sought to industrialize China overnight via rnass nrobilization. Zhou Enlai
and Liu Shaoqi initially opposed this policy as dangerous "adventurism" but fbll
in line when Mao attacked thern as aligning with the rightists. As the official bi-
ographers of Mao later acknowledged, the debate over "adventurism" on the eve

of the GLF "marked the beginning of the breakdown of the party's principle of
collective leadership and system of democratic centralization, with perilous nega-
tive implications for later historical clevelopments."T6 The GLF fbiled miserably
and as a result China fell into a horrible farnine as well as a dire economic situ-
atiorr that threatened the bomb and missile projects. It was Nie who fought fbr
their continuation and his argument, that tirey would not only provide a nuclear
deterrent fbr China but also offbr spin-off's in conventional weaponry, prevailed
with Mao's crucial support.TT

Following the disastrous GLF, Mao retire d to the "second front" and pragma-
tists represented by I-iu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping canre to power. Mao's resent-
ment of their liberal policy grew in the early 1960s. The tension between Mao, on
the one hand, and Liu and Deng, on the other, finally broke in 1966 when Mao
launched the country into a chaotic, destructive Cultural Revolution to remove
the latter fiom power and to correct what he perceived as a revisionist direction
fbr the country. As with other intellectuals, scientists again were branded as basi-
cally bourgeois, and not to be trusted, rather to be cleansed and refbrmed. Many
of them suffered horribly during the decade of unrest. Targeted were not only
scientists, but also many of the modern scientific theories, including, as it turned
out, Albert Einstein's relativity theories.T8 The seminal circular of May 16, 1956,

called for the attack on "the reactionary bourgeois stands of the so-called 'aca-

demic authoritie s"', and the criticism of reactionary viewpoints in the theoretical
front in natural sciences.Te

As with otl'rer institutions, the CAS was turued upside down during the first
few months of the Cultural Revolution, when Red Guards and other rebels seized

power fiom tire leadership and stopped virtually all research. Scientists, especially
those in the leadership, were criticized and persecuted. Arnong the 170 senior
CAS scientists in the Beijing area, 131 were attacked, includiug the vice president
Wu Youxiu. Altogether 106 scientists of dift-erent leveis clf seniority in the CAS,
including the geophysicist Zhao Jiuzhang, died during the Cultural Revolution
due to political repression. In Shanghai, hundreds of scientists were beaten, tor-
tured, and some killed, for dredged-up charge of'anti-communist conspiracy dur-
ing the Nationalist years. By 1969, many scientists who survived the ordeai were

76 Jiang{in, Mao Zedong zhuan, p.789.
77 See Feigenbaum, China's Techno-tffarriors.
78 See, e. g. Hu, China and Albert Einstein.
79 Vro .t rl., Zl.ronggro t.*u.1'urr,, uol. 1, pp. 141-142.
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Jent t0 the countryside to do physrcal labor.'o The oniy member of the scientific
community spared the worst of the violence were those who worked on the nu-
clear weapons projects. Zhou and Nie had taken those institutes of the CAS cov-
ered by the Bureau of New Technologies out of the academy and put them under
the control of the NDSTC for protection.8l Even there they were not safe as the
Cultural Revolution soon spread to the military as well. Following the beating
death of Yao Tongbin, a metallurgist with a Ph. D. from the University of Bir-
mingham who returned to China in 1957 to direct its space materials program, in

June 1968, Zhou ordered that several hundreds ofscientists and engineers in the
advanced technology system to be put under the protection by armed guards.E2

In 1967 -1969, Nie himself came under attack by Maoist "rebels" for his role
in the formulation of the liberal "Fourteen Points" science policy, his "blind
trust" in the experts, and aliegedly cultivating his own authority at the expense
of Mao's in the NDSTC.83 In a self-criticism report to Mao, Nie asserted that he
"had followed the strategic intent" of the party state leadership, but acknowledged
"deficiency" in his dealing with scientists and intellectuals: "I have done more to
unite with them and to encourage thern than to educate and criticize them."8a
ln a second such report, Nie was again forced to reflect on his "serious errors":
"In my thinking, I had been single-mindedly pursuing the development of our
science and technology, the rnodernization of industry, agriculture, science and
technology, and national defense, so as to accelerate the socialist construction of
our country. But I faiied to recognize the correct relationship betrveen moderni-
zatton and revolutionization [geminghua] and failed to iet revolutionization take
command over modernization."85

A turning point of the Cultural Revolution came in 1971 when Lin Biao,
Mao's designated successor, fled and died in a plane crash following a failed
coupe against Mao. By then, Mao had realized that the revolutionary program
he had pursued once again failed to deliver for him the hoped-for results. In-
stead, the national economy was brought to the edge of collapse. Even though
he still worried about the danger of a revisionist cancellation of his revolutionary
achievements, his dominance in the party was established and he switched gear
yet again: he personally made the decision to open up relations with the United
States and supported Zhou Enlai to get the country back on the modernization
track. For a brief period,Zhou was able to relax ideological control over science.

Taking advantage of the US-China rapprochement and the recommendation
on basic research by some of the visiting Chinese American scientists, Zhou man-
aged to reJegitimate scientific research in the CAS as necessary work on "theory."
A conference was held in May 1972 which contradicted the current Maoist or-

't'r Ibid., pp. 154-157.
E1 Zhou, Nie Rongzhen nianpu, pp. 1056-1057.
!) -r"' Lhlnese Lommunlst Party Central Documentation Research Office, Zhou Enlai nianpu,

vol. .3, pp. 31-l-314. On Yao, see Song, Lialrgdan.
8r Zhou, Nie Rongzhen nianpu, pp.1047,1097, 1100-1101.
81 Ibid., pp. 1100-1101.
85 Ibid.. pp. 1102-1103.
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thodoxy by affirming pre-Cultural Revolution science policies. Mao's wife Jiang
Qng and her influential radical group Gang of Four, however, soon made it
impossiblc fbr any substantial restoration of the scientitic planning, policy, or
institutions. \ff4ren Deng Xiaoping returned to high positions briefly in the early
1970s he also tried to restore order and used the CAS as a starting point. Soon,
however, Zhou died and De ng was purged again by Mao in 1976. OnIy afte r Mao
himself died and after the oid guards allied with Mao's designateC successor Hua
Guofeng crushed the Gang of Four later that year was it possible for a full-scale
restoration of pragmatic policy emphasizing the modernization paradigm under
tlre leadership of Deng Xiaoping after I976.E6 By the 1980s and 1990s, a drive fbr
market-oriented reform began to reshape Chinese science and technology, even

though the domination of the state remained. In this regard, the establishment
in 1986 of the National Natural Science Foundation, which aliowed scientists to
make individual proposals outside of the rigid planning system, led the way to-
ward a pluralistic system of science funding that by the early twenty-first century
included science funding from private donations and transnational corporations
as well.87

CONCLUSION

\X4rat conclusions can we draw fi'om this examination of the experiences of Chi-
nese scientists under Mao during the Cold War? First, the Chinese case exhibited
striking similarities and differences with American and Soviet cases. The willing-
ness of Chinese scientists to join the atomic bomb project recalled similar atti-
tudes of Russian scientists in the Soviet nuclear prograln and American scientists

in both the Manhattan Project and, after the outbreak of'the Korean W'ar, in the
hydrogen bomb project. Either out of a sense of patriotic nationalism, or a belief
that nuclear deterrence was vital to world peace, or a recognition that their pro-
fessional and personal success depended on their service to the national security
state, few Chinese scientists refused the call from the government. As in both the
US and the Soviet Union, national security dominated Chinese science and tech-
nology policy, in the funding structure and in the allocation of manpower and
rnaterials, during much of the Cold W'ar. Likewise, the overwhelming demand for
real, "hard" results in the nuclear weapons projects ofien softened the political
and ideological interferences with scientific research in China under Mao as it
did in McCarthyist US and Stalinist Soviet Union.

It should be noted that even though the decision to launch the strategic

weapons in 1955-1956 was based on widespread consensus within the party-state

leadership, even though there was a vigorous debate within a small circle of pol-
icy makers over its continuation in the early 1960s in the aftermath of the Soviet
withdrawal and the GLF disaster, and even though the bomb test in 19o4 and the

86 Yao et a1., Zhongguo l<erueyuan, vol. 1, pp. 141-171.
81 0n th. foundatioo, ,.. it, *.btit. at rw,rv.nsfc.gou..,,.
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s?tellife hunching in 1970 enjoyed overwhelming public rupport, there was naver
any open, public, thoroughgoing national debate over these matters. Scientists
such as Qan Sanqiang and Qan Xuesen did participate in some highJevel dis-
cussions over strategic weapons, but their involvement was by and large limited
to technical questions, rarely policy issues. Then, of course, China was not alone
in the shroud of secrecy around its nuclear weapons policy-making. Such was
largely the case with the Soviet Union under both Stalin and Khrushchev. Even
in the US, where debates over nuclear policy was much more open than in either
China or the Soviet Union and where scientists did participate in policy discus-
sions, strategic weapons policy was often determined more by the policy elite in
the Executive Branch than by public sentiment or the Congress.

There were striking differences as well. To a much greater extent than was
the case with their counterparts in the US or even the Soviet Union, Chinese
scientists suffered political persecution and ideological harassment despite the
recognized need for their service to the Chinese national security state. The nu-
clear weapons projects did provide the scientists, especially physicists, some pro-
tection, and were certainly responsible for the immense state support for physics
and other relevant disciplines in this period. But even the bomb could not shield
the scientists cornpletely from the various political movements that swept the
country under Mao. The fact that all Chinese scientists worked for the govern-
ment meant that there was much less freedom of action when faced with oolitical
and ideological pressure than in a more pluralistic science-funding structure that
existed, e. g. in the US and Germany during the Cold !Var. There were no such
philanthropic sources of science funding as the Ford and Rockefeller Founda-
tions in the US, or the selFgoverning DFG in Ger-many, or even a place like the
US National Science Foundation for support of selFgenerated research.

Of course, a plural system of science fi-rnding does not by itself guarantee
freedom from politicization of science just as a formally democratic political sys-
tem did not prevent such abuses of individual rights as the McCarthyist attacks
on American dissident scientists. As the historianJohn Krige has demonstrated,
private foundations could often be doing the bidding for the national security
state in the US and Europe.88 But the possibility of getting funding or employ-
ment outside of the government did make it easier for scientists and others to
take unpopular or politically incorrect stands. Thus, in contrast to the miseries
experienced by Chinese scientists purged during tlte 1957 Anti-fughtist Move-
ment, many of the faculty members of the University of California who refused
to sign the anti-Communist state loyalty oaths in the 1950s found empioyment
in other, especially private, universities. The highly centralized funding srrucrure
left little room for maneuver by Chinese scientists in terms of their research inter-
ests or preference fbr civilian or miiitary orientations. Happily fbr at least those
Chinese scientists involved in the nuclear weapons projects, their scientific na-
tionalism fit into the national security strategy of the Chinese Communist parry
state during much of the Mao era, but that changed radically when his political

38 See, e.g. Ifuige, Ford.
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and ideological considerations led to an overturning of the consensus during the

destructive Cultural Revolution.
This study also points to both the strengths and weaknesses of techno-na-

tionalism that had been pursued by Chinese scientists, especially physicists, and

pragmatists among the Chinese Communist party state leadership such as W'ang,

Q!an, Zhou, and Nie both during and beyond the Cold War. Scientists'sense of
nationalism made them to decide to stay and cast their lot with the Communists
in the late 1940s and early 1950s. It also drew scientists to return from the US and

other countries. Nationalism likewise fueled scientists' devotion to advancing sci-

ence and technology to achieve either economic benefits, or higher national pres-

tige, as in basic research, or most important of all, a vision of techno-nationalism
in the case of the atomic bomb. The new Chinese Academy of Sciences provided
crucial institutional and ideological support for much of the scientific research

carried out in the Mao years. Thus the success of the Chinese nuclear weapons

and other advanced scientific/technological proiects during the Cold'War shows

nationalism could play a powerful mediating role in bringing the Chinese scien-

tists and national security state together and that science and technology could
survive and even prosper under an authoritarian regime.8e Yet, the abuse of the

scientists and other intellectuals during the Anti-Rightist campaign and the disas-

trous consequences of both the Great Leap Forward movement and the Cultural
Revolution also demonstrate that techno-nationalism alone could not make for
a prosperous and strong China that the scientists and their political allies had

dreamed.
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